
Enterprise Budget and Yield/Price Comparison Tables Worksheet

Enterprise analysis is an important planning step in a sustainable farming operation.  Before committing to an enterprise, there are always
fundamental questions to address.  Every enterprise presents an array of costs and benefits, which change depending on the goals of the farmer,
the farm’s natural resource base, and the farm location relative to available markets.  Enterprise analysis helps you weigh all of these
considerations so that you can confidently select the enterprises best suited to your farm.

There is a wealth of information available free on the internet about the costs of production of different enterprises in different regions of the
U.S.  These costs are typically provided as “enterprise budgets” or less commonly as “cost of production” or “production budgets”.  Most
enterprise budgets include all variable costs (production costs directly associated with scale of production) and some indirect costs such as debt
service, farm insurance, etc.  Some enterprise budgets include a profitability analysis or a break even analysis which shows you the price you
have to charge to break even on the product at different yield levels.  Before using an enterprise budget, be sure that you understand the line
items in the budget and any assumptions used in budget calculations.  It is not always so easy to find an enterprise budget that exactly fits your
farm, but standard budgets are a good place to start.  Once you’ve found a basic budget to start working with, you can ask local farmers with
more experience managing the enterprise to help you revise the budget.  Over time, you can adapt the budget to better reflect your own
experience as well.

In order to evaluate the profitability of specific enterprises for your farm, you need to do some research to find enterprise budgets and yield (low,
average and high) and price ranges  - low-value (e.g., conventional wholesale); mid-value; and high-value (e.g., direct niche market) - that you can
reasonably expect for the enterprises if carried out on your farm.  Try to find at least three different sources of production costs, yields and price
ranges for each enterprise.  Be sure that the sources you chose to use in planning are relevant to your production practices, growing environment
and marketing options.

Summarize your enterprise analysis research by filling in the tables on the following pages as you gather information on yields, prices and
production costs for the each enterprise you wish to evaluate.  You will use these completed tables to develop profitability tables useful in
enterprise evaluation.

Questions to think on:

1. Why is it important to base your profitability analysis on enterprise budgets created for the region in which your farm is located and the
management practices you plan to use on the farm?

2. What is the benefit of including in your profitability analysis prices reflecting a diversity of markets – from very low-value to very high-value -
even if you intend to market to only high-value, direct niche markets?

3. What is the risk that you take if you base your profitability analysis on average yields?



Table of Yield and Price Ranges  Enterprise  ______________________________

Source Yield (units)
Price
(units)

Yield
(units) Price/lb Other notes/comments



Enterprise Budget Summary   Enterprise  ______________________________

Be sure to include the units associated with each value entered into the table!

Source Scale Yield Price
Fixed
Costs

Variable
Costs

Gross
Income

Gross
Profit

Your
profitability
indicator?

Your
profitability
indicator? Notes/comments


